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Nonlinear stability analysis of the growth surface during diamond chemical
vapor deposition

Pushpa Mahalingam and David S. Dandya)

Department of Chemical Engineering, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523-1370

~Received 17 October 1997; accepted for publication 6 March 1998!

The morphological stability of the solid–gas interface under conditions of diffusive transport of
reactant species towards the surface during the chemical vapor deposition process is analyzed using
linear and nonlinear perturbation theories. The Landau coefficient, which represents the nonlinear
growth rate, is calculated using the direct method of undetermined coefficients. A dispersive relation
is derived which relates the effects of species diffusive transport towards the growing interface,
surface diffusion, and geometrical factors with the stability of perturbations on the interface. The
resulting relation is applied to the diamond chemical vapor deposition process. Linear and nonlinear
instability of the interface is obtained for diamond chemical vapor deposition conditions. Linear
instability increases but the Landau coefficient becomes larger, indicating greater nonlinear stability
as the reactor pressure increases, although both linear and nonlinear analyses suggest more stability
as the reactor temperature increases. However, during typical diamond growth conditions, it is
predicted that the diamond–gas interface is unstable to both infinitesimal and finite amplitude
disturbances. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!07611-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The onset of morphological instability in the chemic
vapor deposition~CVD! process and the critical propertie
that cause an initially planar interface to break down ha
been predicted by means of linear perturbation analyse1–9

In general, CVD constitutes a free-boundary problem
which the interface shape and position are unknown,
therefore the temperature and concentration fields at the g
solid interface are also unspecified. If the amplitude of
interface shape perturbation can be assumed to be infini
mal, linear perturbation analysis may be applied to study
onset of interface instability. This approach has been ado
by a number of investigators in the study of CV
processes1–9 and the analogous solidification problem.10–16

Overviews of morphological linear stability analysis appli
to the solidification problem are available.17–19

Linear stability analysis predicts critical values of th
governing parameters for the onset of instability.20 The am-
plitude of the perturbation imposed on the interface is infi
tesimal in this case. However, a linear analysis is limited
scope to predicting only the onset of instability; it cannot
used to analyze the possible evolution of the unstable pla
interface to a nonplanar cellular interface. The exponen
temporal growth rate of the perturbation predicted by lin
theory is not suitable for describing the actual growth of
interface due to the fact that higher-order terms in the gro
rate expression are neglected—terms that are not neglig
once the interface shape deviates sufficiently far from plan
ity. In order to study the perturbation and growth behavior
an interface more accurately over a relatively longer per
of time, it is necessary to retain higher-order terms in
growth rate, requiring a nonlinear analysis.

a!Electronic mail: dandy@engr.colostate.edu
6060021-8979/98/83(11)/6061/11/$15.00
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A number of investigations have been carried out to
tend beyond the linear growth regime when examining
stability of a solidification growth front,21–30but the study of
the nonlinear stability of a solid–gas interface during a CV
process has been reported in only one instance.31 Three types
of theoretical treatment of the nonlinear problem for the
rectional solidification of a binary alloy can be identified
the literature. One approach, using expansion methods,
vides nonplanar interface solutions where the amplitude
perturbation is finite but very small. This is a weakly nonli
ear method and was adopted by Wollkind and Segal21 using
a Stuart–Watson approach22,23 to study interface stability
during the solidification of a dilute binary alloy. The Landa
coefficient in the amplitude equation was calculated
means of an adjoint eigenvalue approach. Wollkindet al.24

also studied the interface stability of a binary alloy using t
direct method to calculate the Landau coefficient. Th
showed that, for the moving boundary problems under c
sideration, the direct method was superior to the adjoint
erator method, particularly when the solution itself is desir
in addition to the solvability condition.

A second approach has been to replace the full se
equations governing the system with a set of equations
are much easier to solve. These are the so-ca
geometrical25 or boundary-layer models.26 The essential fea-
ture of these models is that they approximate the tempera
gradients at the interface, thereby eliminating the need
solve the equation governing energy transport. The prob
is then reduced to solving a first-order nonlinear equation
one variable. The drawback to this approximation is tha
ignores all global properties associated with the transp
equation and at long times these models produce unphy
phenomena such as boundaries that cross. Nevertheless
approach provides important insights into solidification p
cesses.
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The third approach has been full-scale numerical eva
ation of the entire set of equations governing the solidifi
tion process.27–30 This approach avoids the problems of t
approximations inherent to the two methods above, but
numerical effort required may be significant. Palmer a
Gordon31 examined the morphological stability of both on
and two-dimensional solid–gas interfaces well into the n
linear regime during a CVD process. They developed a fi
order differential equation for the motion of the interfa
which was then integrated numerically to determine
boundary position as a function of time.

Mahalingam and Dandy9 employed a linear perturbatio
theory to analyze the interface stability during the diamo
CVD process, including diffusive transport of reactive sp
cies to the interface, surface reaction kinetics, and sur
diffusion. In the present study, nonlinear perturbation ana
sis is applied to the CVD process with the inclusion of
relevant physical processes, including reactant gas-phase
fusion, surface diffusion, and surface reaction kinetics.
expression for the Landau coefficient is derived that inc
porates surface diffusion, surface reaction kinetics, and
diffusive transport of species to the interface. The linear a
nonlinear results are then applied to typical diamond C
process conditions to explore the stability of the diamon
gas interface.

II. FORMULATION

In this work, a convective diamond CVD process such
the direct current~dc! arcjet or combustion torch is studie
using a two-dimensional stability analysis. These syste
typically consist of a downward stagnation flow which tran
ports the reactant species to the top of the boundary laye
convection.32 Within the boundary layer, the species a
transported to the substrate surface primarily by diffusion
stability analysis is applied to the boundary layer region
these convective systems. Once the species are transpor
the surface, they undergo surface reactions such as H a
abstraction and termination, and adsorption of CH3 on the
surface.33 A description of such a chemical vapor depositi
process must therefore contain four elements:~1! mass trans-
port to the surface,~2! incorporation of individual specie
onto the surface by thermally activated kinetic processes~3!
mass transport along the solid surface by surface diffus
and ~4! re-evaporation of the adsorbed species into the
phase. A schematic of the problem domain is shown in Fig

In this study, the following assumptions have been ma
to simplify the mathematical analyses:

~1! The gas phase consists only of CH3, H, and H2.
~2! The gas phase species are transported solely by

fusion in the boundary layer and deposited on the surf
under isothermal conditions. It has been shown by Maha
gam and Dandy9 that the Knudsen numbers of H in H2 at
pressures and temperatures typical of diamond CVD pro
are significantly less than unity, justifying the use of a co
tinuum equation within the boundary layer to describe
transport of species to the gas–solid interface. The Knud
number is defined as the ratio of the mean free path,l, to the
characteristic reactor scale, taken here to be the boun
-
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layer thickness,L. The expression used to calculatel for a
mixture is defined by Reidet al.34 The boundary-layer thick-
ness,L, for the stagnation flow geometry may be evaluat
using the proportionality ofL with the gas phase temperatu
derived by Dandy and Yun.35 They calculated thatL
}P21/2 and L}T3/4, where P is the total pressure in the
reactor andT is the gas temperature. Given a predicted va
of L50.5 cm for a pressure of 30 Torr and a mean g
temperature of 1800 K within the boundary layer,33 the
boundary layer thickness,L can be calculated at other pre
sures and temperatures based on its proportionality on
phase temperature and pressure.

~3! Homogeneous gas phase reactions during diffus
in the boundary layer are excluded. This assumption is r
sonable because the H and CH3 concentrations drop by les
than an order of magnitude within the boundary layer ev
when gas phase reactions are considered.33

~4! Re-evaporation~desorption or etching! of diamond is
expected to be negligible.36

Based on the assumptions stated above, the gover
equations for the transport of H and CH3 in the boundary
layer are obtained from the species conservation equati
which reduce to the following form:

]Ci

]t
5D i¹

2Ci , ~1!

whereD i is the binary diffusivity of speciesi in H2 , Ci is
the gas-phase concentration, and the subscripti refers to CH3

or H. Although the gas phase is a multicomponent mixtu
the transport of H and CH3 may be treated as binary due
the large excess of H2 in the system.

The boundary condition for CH3 and H at the top of the
boundary layer, that is, atz5L1V0t is given by

Ci5Ci
0, ~2!

whereV0 is the constant mean velocity of the interface,t is
time, andCi

0 is obtained from detailed stagnation flow ca
culations.

Methyl radicals transported to the surface by diffusi
may be adsorbed, leading to the growth of diamond film
Therefore, from a mass balance, the flux of CH3 to the sur-

FIG. 1. Schematic of the problem domain. The diamond surface positio
represented byx(s,t),z(s,t), wheresis the arc length along the surface,t is
time, andn is the unit normal to the surface. The boundary-layer thickn
is denoted byL.
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face must equal the net incorporation rate of that specie
the surface. The boundary condition for CH3 at the interface
is given by

DCH3
n•¹CCH3

5kCH3

CCH3

s CH
s

b1CH
s , ~3!

where the superscripts denotes the gas-phase concentratio
of species at the surface, and the values of the parameter
taken from the literature:37 kCH3

51469.5 cm/s andb55
31029 mol/cm3. As illustrated in Fig. 1,n is the unit normal
to the surface, directed into the gas phase.

Hydrogen atoms transported to the surface undergo
straction and termination reactions. Mass conservation a
surface requires that the diffusive flux of H to the surface
equal to the surface/heterogeneous recombination rat
atomic hydrogen.38 The boundary condition for H at the in
terface is therefore given by

DHn•¹CH5kHCH
s 5

gHqH

4
CH

s , ~4!

wheregH is the recombination coefficient, that is, the pro
ability that an H atom recombines when striking the surfa
qH is the mean thermal speed of an H atom given
~8RT/pmH)1/2, wheremH is the molecular weight of atomic
hydrogen,R is the gas constant, andT is the effective tem-
perature of the gas phase, such thatT5T(s1Tg)/2, whereTs

is the temperature of the substrate, andTg is the temperature
of the gas at the top of the boundary layer,z5L. The ex-
pression used in this work to evaluate binary diffusion
CH3 and H in H2 is taken from Dandy and Coltrin.33

Convective diamond CVD processes such as the dc
jet or combustion torch are high growth rate techniques. T
concentration of H at the growth surface,CH

s , is much larger
thanb,37,38and consequently the boundary condition on C3

at the interface—that is, Eq.~3!—reduces to the approximat
expression

DCH3
n•¹CCH3

5kCH3
CCH3

s . ~5!

Because the boundary condition at the interface given by
~5! involves only the concentration of methyl radicals at t
surface, the governing equation~1! for the transport of CH3
alone may be solved to fully describe the system. Theref
in the following the subscript CH3 will be dropped fromC
when denoting the concentration of CH3 .

The position of the interface,z5ez(x,t)1V0t, is de-
scribed byv(x,t), the component of the interface veloci
coincident withn. When surface diffusion is considered, th
following nonlinear equation may be derived forv:

v~x,t !5pDCH3
~11dk!n•¹C2b8¹s

2k, ~6!

wheree z(x,t) is an infinitesimal disturbance superposed
a flat interface,p is the molar volume of diamond,d is the
length scale of a C atom~1.031028 cm!, ¹s

2 is the surface
Laplacian operator,k is the surface curvature, andb8 is the
surface diffusion term given by

b85
DsV

2uc

kBTs
. ~7!
at
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In this expressionV is the molecular volume of diamond,u
is the surface tension,Ds is the surface diffusion coefficien
of carbon atoms on diamond,c is the number of atoms pe
unit area of diamond surface, andkB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant. The curvature term in Eq.~6! represents a geometrica
effect, also included in the Kardar–Parisi–Zhang equatio39

The surface diffusion term present in Eq.~7! is similar to the
ones derived by Mullins40 and Muller.41

For an interface of the form presented in Fig. 1,n and
v(x,t), are given by21

n5
~2ezx,1!

A11e2zx
2

~8!

and

v~x,t !5
V01ez t

A11e2zx
2
, ~9!

where the subscriptsx and t denote derivatives with respec
to these variables. The curvaturek and the surface Laplacia
¹s

2 in Eq. ~6! are given by21

k5
ezxx

~11e2zx
2!3/2 ~10!

and

¹s
25

1

11e2zx
2

]2

]x2 2
e2zxzxx

~11e2zx
2!2

]

]x
. ~11!

A coordinate system is introduced that moves along w
the interface at speedV0 :

z5 z̄2V0t. ~12!

After nondimensionalization with a characteristic leng
scale l c5L, concentration scaleCc5CCH3

0 , and time scale

tc5L/V0 , and subsequent transformation to the new coo
nate system, the governing Eq.~1! becomes

]C

]t
5

]C

]z
1

1

PeS ]2C

]x2 1
]2C

]z2 D , ~13!

where the Peclet number is Pe5LV0 /DCH3
. In diamond

CVD the Peclet number inside the boundary layer var
from 10211 to 1027, depending on the processing condition
generally, Pe has a positive correlation with the growth r
that may be achieved in a device. The boundary condition~2!
at the top of the boundary layer,z51, then becomes

C51, ~14!

and boundary condition~5! at the interface,z5ez(x,t), be-
comes

1

PeS 2ezx

]C

]x
1

]C

]z D5jC, ~15!

wherej5kCH3
/V0 .

The position of the interface@Eq. ~6!#, z5ez(x,t), is
nondimensionalized to give
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ez t5rPe21~12dk!S 2ezx

]C

]x
1

]C

]z D
2bA11e2zx

2~¹s
2k!21, ~16!

wherer5v̄CCH3

0 andb5b8/L3V0.

The governing Eq.~13! along with boundary conditions
~14! and~15!, and the interface position Eq.~16! are applied
to the stability analysis.

III. SOLUTION PROCEDURE

In order to study the nonlinear morphological stability
the diamond growth interface, a perturbation approach
adopted using the following steps:11,12~i! obtain an analytical
steady state solution for the unperturbed planar interface~ii !
impose an arbitrary finite amplitude disturbance on the
tially planar interface, small enough that all terms of ord
higher than 3~e.3! can be neglected~nonlinear perturbation
analysis!; ~iii ! obtain an approximate solution for the case
the perturbed interface using perturbation theory; and~iv!
examine the solution and determine whether the interf
perturbation will grow with time~unstable! or decay~stable!.

A. Steady state solution for planar interface

Following the procedure outlined above, the steady s
solution to Eq.~13! is found, subject to its boundary cond
tions: Eq.~14! at the top of the boundary layer~ z51! and
Eqs. ~15! and ~16! at the interface~z50!, assuming the in-
terface to be planar. The corresponding steady state pl
solution is

C0~z!5A1Be2Pez, ~17!

where A5(11j)/(11j2je2Pe) and B52j/(11j
2je2Pe). The mean velocity of the interface,V0 , is defined
uniquely by

e2Pe2~11j!/j1r50. ~18!

B. Perturbing the interface

A perturbationz5ez(x,t) is imposed on the initially
planar interface. The amplitude functionz(x,t)can be writ-
ten in terms ofe so that

z5ez~x,t !5 (
n51

`

enzn~x,t !. ~19!

For the weakly nonlinear analysis considered in this work
is assumed that the perturbation amplitude is finite but sm
enough that all the terms of higher order greater than 3
be neglected. Therefore,

z5ez~x,t;e!5ez1~x,t !1e2z2~x,t !1e3z3~x,t !. ~20!

Once the interface is perturbed the corresponding gas p
concentration field will also be perturbed. Thus,

g~x,z,t;e!5g0~z!1 (
n51

3

engn~x,z,t !, ~21!

where

g~x,z,t;e!5@C~x,z,t;e!, ez~x,t;e!#T. ~22!
is
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According to the Fourier theory,10,11 an infinitesimal pertur-
bation can be built up in terms ofx as a superposition o
sinusoidal waves with an arbitrary frequencyv:

z5ez1~x,t !5ez11e
a0tcosvx, ~23!

when all higher-order terms ine are neglected and only th
first-order term is retained. In Eq.~23! z11 is a constant, and
a0 is the linear growth rate satisfying

1

ez1

]

]t
~ez1!5a0 . ~24!

In order for the above solutions to satisfy the boundary c
ditions at the interface,

g0~z!5@C0~z!,0#T, ~25!

g1~x,z,t !5A~ t !g11~z!cosvx, ~26!

g2~x,z,t !5A2~ t !@g20~z!1g22~z!cos 2vx#, ~27!

g3~x,z,t !5A3~ t !@g31~z!cosvx1g33~z!cos 3vx#, ~28!

where the spatial and time dependence of the quantitiesgn

~n51, 2, 3! are to be determined,21,42 A(t) is an unknown
amplitude associated with interface growth rate, andgi j (z)
5@Ci j (z), ez i j ]

T. The growth rate of the interface
d@eA(t)#/dt, satisfies

e
dA~ t !

dt
[eȦ~ t !5a0eA~ t !2a1e3A3~ t !, ~29!

wherea0 is the linear growth rate anda1 is the third-order
growth rate, usually referred to as the Landau coefficient

C. Linear perturbation analysis

For the linear perturbation analysis, the imposed per
bation is assumed to have an infinitesimal amplitude, s
that only the first-order term in Eq.~21! needs to be retained
and Eqs.~23! and ~24! result. The approximate solution fo
the concentration field should have a form similar to t
perturbation at the interface, that is,

C~x,z,t;e!5C0~z!1eC11~z!ea0t cosvx. ~30!

Expressions~23! and ~30! are substituted into the governin
Eq. ~13! and the corresponding boundary conditions at
top of the boundary layer Eq.~14!, and at the interface, Eqs
~15! and ~16!. Taylor series is used to expand the bounda
conditions at the interface aboutz50. Retaining only the
terms of the first order ine and neglecting all higher-orde
terms, one obtains from the governing equation~13! and
boundary conditions~14! and ~15!

@Pe21D21D2~Pe21v21a0!#C11~z!50, ~31a!

C11~1!50, ~31b!

Pe21DC11~0!2jC11~0!1Q11z1150, ~31c!

where the differential operator isD[d/dz, and Q115(1
1j)B Pe. On solving Eqs.~31! an expression forC11(z) is
obtained:

C11~z!5A11e
v11z1B11e

v11* z, ~32!
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where

v11,v11* 52 1
2 Pe6APe2/41v21Pea0,

B1152Q11z11/D11, A1152m11B11,
~33!

m115exp~v11* 2v11!,

and

D115Pe21~v11* 2m11v11!2j~12m11!.

Equation~16! is expanded using Taylor series aboutz
50 to obtain

a0z115rPe21@BPe2z111DC11~0!2BPedv2z11#2bv4z11.
~34!

On substituting Eq.~32! into Eq. ~34!, an expression for the
linear growth ratea0 is found:

a05Br~Pe2dv2!1Q11r~m11v112v11* !/~PeD11!2bv4.
~35!

Equation~35! is similar to the dispersion relations derived b
Viljoen.7

D. Nonlinear perturbation analysis

In Sec. III, the stability of the planar interface solution
the basic Eqs.~13!–~16! to the linearized perturbation equa
tions~infinitesimal disturbances! is examined. In this section
the stability of the planar interface solution to finite amp
tude disturbances satisfying the full nonlinear perturbat
equations is investigated. Equations~21!–~28! are substituted
into the governing equation and boundary conditions~13!–
~16!, and the interface boundary conditions are expanded
Taylor series aboutz50 and then required to satisfy Eq
~13!–~16! for each order ofe. Algebraic manipulations then
yield systems of linear ordinary differential equations f
each order ofe.

The formulation and solution of theO(e)problem has
already been derived and is reported in the linear pertu
tion analysis section. The eigenvaluea0 is given by Eq.~35!.
The O(e2) and O(e3) problems are similar to theO(e)
problem and are presented below.

1. The O „e2
… problem

Two sets of equations result from Eqs.~13!–~16!, one
with terms involvinge2A2(t) and the othere2A2(t)cosvx.
Upon canceling the common factore2A2(t), the governing
Eq. ~13! and boundary conditions~14! and ~15! become

~Pe21D21D22a0!C20~z!50, ~36a!

C2~1!50, ~36b!

Pe21DC20~0!2jC20~0!1Q20z205R20, ~36c!

whereD is the differential operatord/dz, Q205(11j)BPe,
and the factorR20 is presented in the Appendix. On solvin
Eqs.~36! the following solution is obtained forC20(z):

C20~z!5A20e
v20z1B20e

v20* z, ~37!

where

v20,v20* 52 1
2 Pe6APe2/412a0Pe,
n

a

a-

B2052P20/D20, A2052m20B20, ~38!

m205exp~v20* 2v20!, P205Q20z202R20,

and

D205Pe21~v20* 2v20m20!2j~12m20!.

To determineC20, z20 must to be evaluated, and this qua
tity is obtained by expanding Eq.~16! aboutz50 to obtain
z205S20/N20, whereS20 andN20 are given in the Appendix.

Next, upon cancelinge2A2(t)cos 2vx from the govern-
ing Eq. ~13! and the boundary conditions~14! and ~15!, the
following system of equations is obtained:

@Pe21D21D2~4Pe21v212a0!#C22~z!50, ~39a!

C22~1!50, ~39b!

Pe21DC22~0!2jC22~0!1Q22z225R22, ~39c!

whereD is the differential operator,Q225(11j)BPe, and
R22 is presented in the Appendix. The solution to Eqs.~39! is

C22~z!5A22e
v22z1B22e

v22* z, ~40!

where

v22,v22* 52 1
2 Pe6APe2/41~4v212a0Pe!,

B2252P22/D22, A2252m22B22, ~41!

m225exp~v22* 2v22!, P225Q22z222R22,

and

D225Pe21~v22* 2v22m22!2j~12m22!.

To determineC22, z22 must first be found and this quantit
is evaluated by expanding Eq.~16! at the interface aboutz
50 to yield z225S22/N22, whereS22 and N22 are given in
the Appendix.

2. The O „e3
… problem

Again, two sets of equations result from Eqs.~13!–~16!,
one with terms involvinge3A3(t)cosvx and the other
e3A3(t)cos 3vx. Upon canceling the factore3A3(t)cosvx
from Eqs.~13!–~16!, the following system of equations ar
obtained forg31(z):

Pe21D2C311DC312~3a01Pe21v2!C3152a1C11, ~42a!

C31~1!50, ~42b!

Pe21DC31~0!2jC31~0!1Q31z315R31, ~42c!

rPe21DC31~0!1@rB~Pe2dv2!2bv423a0#z31

1a1z115S31, ~42d!

respectively, whereQ315(11j) BPe, andR31 and S31 are
presented in the Appendix.

There are two methods which can be used to solve
the Landau coefficienta1 and thus obtainC31(z) and z31.
One is the direct method using undetermined coefficient43

while the other method uses the adjoint problem of theO(e)
system.21 In the present work the more straightforward dire
method is used to solve the third-order system.24 Solving
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Eqs.~42! for C31(z;a0) by the method of undetermined co
efficients, the following resulting equations are obtained:

C31~z;a0!5
C31~0;a0!~ev31* z2m31e

v31z!

~12m31!

1
a1

2a0
~A11e

v11z1B11e
v11* z!

2
a1

2a0
S ~A111B11!~ev31* z2m31e

v31z!

~12m31!
D

~43a!

for a0Þ0 and

C31~z;0!5
C31~0;0!~ev11* z2m11e

v11z!

~12m11!

1
B11a1Pe@ev11z~22m111m11z2m11

2 z!#

2~12m11!APe2/41v2

1
B11a1Pe@ev11* z~2m111z2m11z!#

2~12m11!APe2/41v2
~43b!

for a050, where

v31,v31* 52 1
2 Pe6APe2/41v213a0Pe ~44!

andm315exp(v31* 2v31). The functionC31(z;0) is continu-
ous whena050 provided thatC31(0;0) is continuous. Fur-
ther,DC31(0;a0) andDC31(0;0) aregiven by the following
relations:

DC31~0;a0!5
C31~0;a0!~v31* 2m31v31!

~12m31!
1

a1

2a0
S A11v11

1B11v11* 2S A111B11

12m31
D ~v31* 2m31v31! D

~45a!

and

DC31~0;0!5
C31~0;0!~v11* 2m11v11!

~12m11!

1
a1B11Pe

2~12m11!APe2/41v2
~112m11v11*

2m11
2 22m11v11!, ~45b!

respectively. It may be concluded thatDC31(0;0) iscontinu-
ous whena050 as well sincem11 is well behaved at tha
limit. The following result is therefore obtained for the La
dau constant,a1 , in the limit a0→0:

a15

R318 2S318 S 1

r
2

j Pe

rp18
D

Fp28

Pe
2S rp28

Pe
11D S 1

r
2

j Pe

rp18
D G , ~46!
where the primed quantities are evaluated in the limit asa0

→0, and

p185
v11* 2m11v11

12m11
,

p285
B11Pe

2~12m11!APe2/41v2

3~112m11v11* 2m11
2 22m11v11!.

It is instructive to note that applying the direct method w
a050 from the outset is probably the simplest way to co
pute the Landau-type constants.24

Oncea1 is calculatedC31(z) may then be determined
The growth rate of the disturbance amplitude for the non
ear case is a function of botha0 anda1 , as can be seen in
Eq. ~29!. In order to determine whether the interface will b
stable to a finite/infinitesimal amplitude perturbation, the b
havior of A(t) is observed ast→`. Four cases exist base
on different signs ofa0 anda1 , and these are listed in Tabl
I.

To investigate the diamond growth interface stabili
several calculations were performed for different reac
temperatures, and pressures; first, calculations were ca
out for different reactor temperatures at a constant pres
to examine the effect of temperature on morphological s
bility of films. Then, calculations were conducted at differe
reactor pressures with a constant temperature to explore
effect of pressure on the uniformity of the deposited diamo
film. The four different values of pressure used in this wo
are 5, 30, 60, and 760 Torr, and four gas temperatures
ployed in the computations are 800, 1200, 1800, and 2300
The values of pressure and temperature used in this work
typical of the range used during diamond CVD.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A number of calculations were performed to examine
effects of system variables such as reactor temperature
reactor pressure on the morphology of the deposition la
The results are categorized based on the variation of the
tem variables, namely gas temperature and pressure.

First, the linear stability factor,a0 , is plotted in Figs.
2~a!–2~d! as a function of effective gas-phase temperat
for various dimensionless disturbance wave numbers, at c
stant pressures of 5, 30, 60, and 760 Torr, respectively.
mole fraction of CH3 at the top of the boundary layer i
taken to be 0.0015 in Figs. 2~a!–2~d!; this value is used since
it is a typical value predicted for CH3 at the top of the bound-

TABLE I. Stability chart for the linear and nonlinear analyses.

a0,0
~Linear stability!

a0.0
~Linear instability!

a1,0 a1.0 a1,0 a1.0

Subcritical Nonlinear Nonlinear Equilibrium
instability stability instability stability
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ary layer during diamond CVD in highly convectiv
systems.9 As is evident from Fig. 2~a!–2~d!, a0 is positive
and increases with increasing pressure and decreasing
perature, indicating increasing linear instability. Even
highly convective diamond deposition systems such as th
considered here, diamond growth is mass transfer limited9,33

Although the gas is transported rapidly by convection to
top of the boundary layer, species such as H and CH3 must
still diffuse through this layer to the surface. A measure
this transport rate is the Damko¨hler number, Da, which is the
ratio of the time scale of mass diffusion through the bou
ary layer to the time scale characteristic of the surface re
tion kinetics. This parameter may be much greater than u
even in highly convective diamond CVD systems such as
arcjet or combustion torch.33 The mass diffusion limitation
increases with increasing pressure and decreasing tem

FIG. 2. The dimensionless linear growth rate,a0 , as a function of effective
gas temperature for different values of the disturbance wavenumber,
pressure of~a! 5 Torr, ~b! 30 Torr, ~c! 60 Torr, and~d! 760 Torr.
m-

se

e

f

-
c-
ty
c

ra-

ture, anda0 increases as a result. Due to the faster surf
kinetics compared to reactants’ diffusion and nearly ne
gible surface diffusion of species on the diamond grow
interface,9 the reactant species do not have time to rearra
or move about on the surface before they are incorpora
into the diamond lattice, and this results in morphologic
instability. The effect of surface diffusion on the stability
represented by the term2bv4 in Eq. ~35!. The term has a
very strong stabilizing effect on the high wave number~that
is, short wavelength! disturbances, becoming dominant
v→`, but its effect is negligible for small wave numbe
disturbances. A plot ofa0 versus the dimensionless distu
bance wave numberv is shown in Fig. 3 for an effective ga
temperature of 1200 K, pressure of 60 Torr, and a CH3 mole
fraction of 0.0015 at the top of the boundary layer. It can
seen from Fig. 3 that there exists a most unstable wave n
ber,vmax (vmax58.743104 in Fig. 3!, at whicha0 will have
a maximum value for a given pressure and temperature,
a wave number,v0 (v051.243105 in Fig. 3!, at whicha0

50, as shown in Fig. 3. As indicated in Fig. 3, for the co
ditions considered herea0.0 for all v,v0 , a050 at v
5v0 , anda0,0 for all v.v0 . Increasing the wave num
ber of the disturbance at constant pressure and temper
increases linear instability at wave numbers less thanvmax,
as shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~d!. Therefore it may be conclude
that, when the process is mass transfer limited, the dis
bance becomes more unstable as:~a! pressure increases fo
constant temperature and wave number,~b! effective gas
temperature decreases at constant pressure and wave nu
and~c! wave number increases at constant pressure and
perature, provided thatv,vmax.

To investigate neutral stability,a0 is set to zero in Eq.
~35!. The characteristic velocity~V0), and the characteristic
concentration of CH3 species at the top of the boundary lay
~Cc), are determined using Eqs.~18! and ~35! for specific
values of the perturbation wave number for the condit
a050; as illustrated schematically in Fig. 4, the neutral s
bility condition is achieved whenCc has an absolute mini
mum atv5vc . This concentration is called the critical con
centration,Ccrit , and the corresponding interface velocity

t a

FIG. 3. The dimensionless linear growth rate,a0 , as a function of the
dimensionless disturbance wave number,v, at a gas temperature of 1200 K
pressure of 60 Torr, and CH3 mole fraction at the top of the boundary laye
of 0.0015.
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called the critical velocity,Vcrit . The critical velocity, critical
concentration, andvc are then used to calculate the Land
coefficient,a1 , using Eq.~46!. Note that the solutions ob
tained forV0 andCc whena050 are unique for a particula
value ofv.

In the plot of Cc vs v2 shown in Fig. 4, the neutra
curve, or curve of marginal stability of Eq.~35! on which
a050, separates the region of instability~a0.0! from that of
stability ~a0,0).It may beseen in Fig. 4 that forC,Ccrit ,
there exist no wave numbers,v, such thata0.0, and that for
C.Ccrit , there exists a band of wave numbers correspond
to growing disturbances. This means that forC.Ccrit the
system is unstable for a band of wave numbers (vs12vs2)
and for C,Ccrit , the system is stable. Note that for a co
centrationC2 , the system is unstable for allv,vs2 . The
concentration of CH3 at the top of the boundary layer durin
a typical diamond CVD process is usually much greater t

FIG. 4. A schematic plot of the concentration~C! as a function of the square
of the perturbation wave number (v2). The solid line represents the curve o
marginal stability, for whicha050. The minimum in the marginal stability
curve,Ccrit , is the point of neutral stability.

FIG. 5. The critical concentration,Ccrit , as a function of the effective ga
temperature at different values of pressure.
g

n

the critical concentration for typical diamond CVD cond
tions and are such thata0.0 for v,vs2 sincevs150 at the
diamond growth reactor pressures and temperatures co
ered in this work. The dimensionless values ofvs2 for the
temperature and pressure used in this work are in the ra
104–106.

To analyze the stability of the planar interface soluti
to finite amplitude perturbations the signs ofa0 anda1 in the
amplitude equation must be determined. It has already b
shown thata0.0 for C.Ccrit and v,vs2 , a050 if C is
such that it lies on the marginal stability curve, anda0,0 for
C,Ccrit . The sign ofa1 will be determined by Eq.~46!. In
this equation it is clear thata1 is a function ofvc , Vcrit , and
Ccrit . The Landau constant,a1 , is then calculated from the
critical parameters. A plot ofCcrit , Vcrit , andvc as functions
of effective gas temperature for various values of press
are given in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, respectively.

A. Effect of reactor pressure

Four sets of calculations at pressures 5, 30, 60, and
Torr were performed for each of the effective gas tempe
ture values 800, 1200, 1800, and 2300 K. As is evident fr
Fig. 5, the critical concentration,Ccrit , beyond whicha0

.0 for v,vs2 , decreases with increasing pressure. Sin
the critical concentration,Ccrit , is much less than the con
centration of CH3 at the top of the boundary layer, the ma

FIG. 6. The critical velocity,Vcrit , as a function of the effective gas tem
perature at system pressures of 5, 30, 60, and 760 Torr.

FIG. 7. The critical wave number,vc , as a function of the effective ga
temperature at system pressures of 5, 30, 60, and 760 Torr.
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nitude of positivea0 will increase with increasing pressur
indicating more linear instability to infinitesimal distu
bances, provided the wave number of the disturbance is
than vs2 . From Figs. 6, and 7, it is clear that the critic
velocity,Vcrit , decreases with increasing pressure at cons
temperature, and critical wave numbervc increases with in-
creasing pressure at constant temperature.

It is clear from the model formulation that the dynam
behavior of the diamond growth interface depends on
magnitudes of the reactants’ gas-phase diffusivity, surf
kinetics, and surface diffusion. Surface diffusion, with
magnitude characterized byb, is the interface stabilizing fac
tor. The terms containing the Peclet number, Pe, which
function of gas-phase diffusivity, have a positive sign in t
linear stability equation fora0 , Eq. ~35!. Thus, as gas-phas
diffusivity decreases~greater mass transfer limitation! with
increasing pressure and/or decreasing temperature,
greater the instability in the diamond interface. As discus
earlier, even highly convective diamond CVD processes
be mass transfer limited within the boundary layer beca
the Damko¨hler number is greater than unity for importa
species such as H and CH3. For constant temperature an
increasing pressure,b increases, suggesting higher interfa
stability. Also, at higher pressures Pe is larger, indicat
lower gas-phase diffusivity which has a destabilizing eff
on the interface stability. Therefore, for diamond deposit
the value ofa0 increases with pressure, resulting in grea
instability despite the increasedb values. This may be due t
a more profound effect of the lower gas-phase diffusiv
than increasedb values ona0 .

The value of the Landau coefficient,a1 , increases with
increasing pressure, although its sign is negative for p
sures of 5, 30 and 60 Torr. At 760 Torr,a1 is positive and
this is indicated by the open symbols in Fig. 5. Such a tre
for a1 implies that the nonlinear analysis predicts grea
stability to finite amplitude disturbances with an increase
pressure. The Landau coefficient,a1 , increases with increas
ing pressures, because the effect of the increase in the s
lizing factor,b, is more pronounced in the expression fora1

than in the expression fora0 .
Therefore, it may be concluded that the diamond int

face is morphologically unstable for both infinitesimal a
finite amplitude disturbances at pressures of 5, 30, and
Torr. The diamond interface will only be stable to finite am
plitude disturbances at a pressure of 760 Torr although
linear instability to infinitesimal disturbances is greater
760 Torr than at lower pressures becausea0 is more positive
at higher pressures than at lower pressures. The plot o
interface velocity,V0 , as a function of temperature at diffe
ent pressures~Fig. 8! indicates that diamond has a high
growth rate at higher pressures.

B. Effect of temperature

It may be seen in Fig. 5 thatCcrit increases with increas
ing temperature, and as a result the magnitude of the in
bility decreases because of the decrease ina0 with increasing
temperature. However, for these conditions all values ofa0

are positive so that the effect of temperature onCcrit is the
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degree to which the interface is unstable. The critical vel
ity, Vcrit , also increases with temperature at constant p
sure, while the critical wave number,vc , decreases with
increasing temperature at constant pressure as may be
served in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The Landau coeffici
a1 , increases with increasing temperature, indicating
creased stability to finite amplitude disturbances. As te
perature is increased there is a commensurate increas
both linear and nonlinear stability because bothb and D i

increase; the effects of enhanced surface and gas-phas
fusion lead to increased stability to both finite and infinite
mal disturbances. Although morphological stability increas
with increasing temperature, the interface growth veloc
decreases at higher temperatures~Fig. 8! because the concen
tration of gaseous precursor species decreases at higher
peratures.

Sincea0 is positive for all temperatures, pressures, a
gas compositions considered here, it may be concluded
diamond growth is morphologically unstable to infinitesim
disturbances. Diamond growth is also unstable to finite a
plitude disturbances at all pressures considered except a
Torr, although the instability to infinitesimal disturbances i
creases with increasing pressure. The linear and nonlin
stability analysis results confirm numerical calculations de
onstrating that diamond film growth is morphologically u
stable for all pressures and temperatures characteristic of
mond CVD.9 Also, both linear and nonlinear analyses pred
decreased instability with increasing temperature at cons
pressure. When the temperature is held fixed, nonlin
analysis predicts decreased instability with increasing p
sure and linear analysis predicts increased instability w
increasing pressure.

Diamond interface instability may result in the formatio
of the ‘‘fingerlike’’ diamond morphology observed b
Ravi,36 in which the taller regions shadow the shorter r
gions. Once formed, these projections are enhanced bec
they experience higher temperatures and reactant conce
tions; thus, these processes may be magnified with time
sulting in extremely complex diamond film morphologie
These mechanisms of competitive shadowing and nutr
starvation are a dramatic feature of high growth rate diam
synthesis.36 In order to promote film uniformity and preven
thermal instabilities, it is proposed that higher reactor eff

FIG. 8. The interface velocity,V0 , as a function of the effective gas tem
perature at system pressures of 5, 30, 60, and 760 Torr.
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tive temperatures should be used. Such a categorical s
ment cannot be made about the reactor pressure becaus
nonlinear and linear analyses predict decreasing and incr
ing instability with increasing pressures, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

The analysis of the morphological stability of a solid
gas interface under diffusive transport of reactants to the
terface is presented using linear and nonlinear perturba
theories. Unlike previous analyses, the model in this w
includes all possible effects, including reactants’ gas-ph
diffusivity, surface diffusion, and surface kinetics. The La
dau coefficient, or the nonlinear growth rate, is calcula
using the direct method of undetermined coefficients. Per
bation theory is applied to investigate the stability of t
diamond growth interface during diamond CVD. The line
stability analysis results obtained suggest increased inst
ity of the diamond growth interface to infinitesimal distu
bances in the interface, although the interface growth ve
ity increases at higher pressures and lower temperatu
There is a tradeoff between film uniformity and the diamo
growth rate that can be achieved. Nonlinear analysis res
suggest increased instability of the diamond interface to
nite amplitude disturbances at lower reactor pressures
lower temperatures. It is found that the stabilizing effect
surface diffusion increases with increasing pressure,
though the reactant gas-phase diffusivity decreases and
has an overall destabilizing effect on film uniformity. In
creased stabilizing effects at higher pressures have a m
pronounced effect on the nonlinear growth rate than the
creased destabilizing effect, thereby making the growth
terface more stable to finite disturbances at higher pressu
The converse is true for linear growth rate. The stabiliz
effect of surface diffusion increases, and the destabiliz
effect of mass transfer limitation decreases as the temp
ture increases. Therefore, the growth interface is more st
to both infinitesimal and finite disturbances as the tempe
ture increases, although the growth velocity decrease
higher temperatures.
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APPENDIX: DEFINITIONS OF EXPRESSIONS

R205
1

PeS v2C11~0!z11

2
1

BPe3z11
2

4
2

D2C11~0!z11

2 D
1jS BPe2z11

2

4
1

DC11~0!z11

2 D 1
j~A1B!v2z11

2

4
,

S205
r

PeS ~v20* 2m20v20!R20

D20
1

DC11~0!dv2z11

2 D
1

r

PeS 2
v2C11~0!z11

2
2

BPe3z11
2

4
1

D2C11~0!z11

2 D
1

r

PeS BPe2z11
2 dv2

2 D ,

N2052a02BrPe1
~v20* 2m20v20!~11j!Br

D20
,

R2252
1

PeS z11C11~0!v2

2
2

BPe3z11
2

4
1

D2C11~0!z11

2 D
1jS BPe2z11

2

4
1

DC11~0!z11

2
2

v2z11
2 ~A1B!

4 D ,

S225
r

PeS v2C11~0!z11

2
2

BPe3z11
2

4
1

D2C11~0!z11

2 D
1

r

PeS BPe2dv2z11
2

2
1

DC11~0!dv2z11

2 D
1

r

PeS R22

D22
~v22* 2m22v22! D ,

N2252a02rBPe116bv42
4r

Pe
~A1B!dv2

1
rQ22

D22Pe
~v22* 2m22v22!,
R315
1

PeS z11C22~0!v21z22C11~0!v21
v2z11

2 DC11~0!

4 D 1
1

PeS BPe3z11z201
BPe3z11z22

2
2

BPe4z11
3

8 D
1

1

PeS 2D2C11~0!z202
D2C11~0!z22

2 D1
1

PeS 2
3D3C11~0!z11

2

8
2D2C20~0!z112

D2C22~0!z11

2 D
1jS BPe2z20z111

BPe2z22z11

2
2

BPe3z11
3

8 D 1jS DC11~0!z201
DC11~0!z22

2
1

3D2C11~0!z11
2

8 D
1jS DC20~0!z111

DC22~0!z11

2 D1jS 2
BPev2z11

3

8
1

v2z11
2 C11~0!

8 D 1jv2~A1B!z11z22,
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S315
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v2z11

2 DC11~0!

4 D 1
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PeS BPe3z11z201
BPe3z11z22

2
2

BPe4z11
3

8 D
1

r

PeS 2D2C11~0!z202
D2C11~0!z22

2 D1
r

PeS 2
3z11

2 D3C11~0!

8
2z11D

2C20~0!2
z11D

2C22~0!

2
2

3BPedv4z11
3

8 D
1

r

PeS dv4z11
2 C11~0!

4
2BPe2dv2z11z202

BPe2dv2z11z22

2 D 1
r

PeS 3BPe3dv2z11
3

8
2

3dv2z11D
2C11~0!

4

22BPe2dv2z11z22D 2
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PeS dv2z11DC20~0!1
dv2z11DC22~0!

2
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